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Thirteen years ago, Romilly Saumarez Smith was diagnosed with a neurological condition that
left her paralysed from the neck down. It was a particularly cruel fate for one whose life was
defined by the act of making: following a long career as a book binder, Saumarez Smith had
taken up jewellery in the late 1990s.

“I’d love to be up there working,” she says of her Lilliputian workshop on the first floor of her
home in Stepney, east London. “But I can’t even use my fingers much to feel. It’s heartbreaking
— I have to try not to think about it.”

For five years, in a state she likens to grieving, she resigned herself to never working again. It
was only after listening to a radio programme about the method of loci (meaning “places” in
Latin), a memory system that involves the visual placing of objects within architecture to aid
recall, that things began to shift.

She read Frances Yates’s The Art of Memory and discovered the Memory Palaces of the 16th-
century Jesuit missionary Matteo Ricci. “I had to find a way of remembering,” says the jeweller.
“Because I have a strong visual memory I found I could design each piece in my head and the
image would be very clear.” Using the panelled rooms of her home as a memory palace, she was
able to visualise up to 20 jewels at a time, placing them in designs with such accuracy that she
could tweak her work as though it were on a computer screen. The key to unlocking these
cerebral creations, however, was far more tangible — finding collaborators.
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Impeccably dressed in a dark mauve tone not dissimilar to her walls, Saumarez Smith is flanked
by Lucie Gledhill and Anna Wales, two of the adroit jewellers with whom she now collaborates to
help her realise her vision (Laura Ngyou, who completes the creative triumvirate, is away in
Cornwall). There is much work to be done: preparations are under way for a forthcoming
exhibition of rings, boxes and knife handles at the Harley Gallery in Nottinghamshire, titled
Loss, Rediscovery and Rearrangement. That will be closely followed by a group display of their
individual designs at Saumarez Smith’s home, an annual showcase that only serves to underline
the distinctive styles in their own work.

“It was difficult to know where to begin,” she says of Gledhill, to whom she was introduced via a
mutual friend nearly a decade ago. Newly graduated from the Royal College of Art, Gledhill set
about unpacking unused tools — a small bookbinding hammer and an Archimedes drill — and
sifting through metal scraps and half-made objects to make a study of Saumarez Smith’s style.
“The important thing for me was to show them where the ideas come from,” says the designer,
whose library of visual references spans from Arthur Rankin’s illustration to the carvings of
Grinling Gibbons.

Over the years, the women have become her hands. Much like translators, they’ve developed
their own lyrical shorthand for techniques. They use terms such as “shingles”, “weeds”,
“unicorns”, “whisks” and “sea pods” to describe the delicate clusters of stones and beads and
hammered pins that animate each aquatic piece.



Saumarez Smith uses metal detecting finds as a starting point: her first pieces were inspired by a
pair of Roman rings she bought as stocking fillers for her two sons in 2011. “They were just so
beautiful, I almost immediately started thinking about how they could be transformed,” she says
of the eBay ephemera that has become the basis of her work. Nowadays, she obsessively scours
online for the watch winders, thimbles, medieval pins, Roman medical tools and Anglo Saxon
studs that she transforms from historic detritus (the most she’s ever spent is £40) into miniature
artistic treasures.
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Ideas are typically sketched out from Saumarez Smith’s verbal descriptions, but for more
complex works they’ll create cardboard maquettes to more accurately represent her vision.

What’s self-evident is the warmth and intimacy between these three creators. “They’ve been so
brilliant at getting inside my head that I’ve fallen out of the habit of memory palaces,” admits
Saumarez Smith, who started making jewellery through metal work during her quarter-century
as a bookbinder. What began with medieval-style clasps and bosses on books, soon evolved into
earrings — though she only ever had perfunctory training in her newly discovered discipline.

The real question is whether she would have achieved the same success were her work not
realised by the skilled hands of others. “I probably would never have reached this level of
technical excellence,” she says. “But what luck that I am creative. It takes a lot of effort to keep
me going,” she continues, referring to her other loyal team of carers. “I’m glad to be able to
contribute something — and honestly, I don’t think I would have survived without it.”

‘Loss, Rediscovery and Rearrangement’ is at the Harley Gallery, Nottinghamshire, from April
6 to June 17, harleygallery.co.uk; romillysaumarezsmith.com


